Mixed-effects models have been used often in quantifying the variability in data from experiments in speech and language. In most of these experiments, the dependent variable is measured at some landmark of a kinematic or decision process. However mixed-effects models are increasingly being used to quantify the variability of dependent variables that vary in time, such as articulator movements, formant transitions, and eye tracking data. This presentation will first provide a tutorial introduction to the use of the mixed-effects model, especially the growthcurve variant, for quantifying variability where time is an essential independent variable. It will then be argued that the model coefficients can be interpreted as dynamic coefficients of differential equations that describe the dynamics of the underlying processes.
INTRODUCTION
Mixed-effects models have been used often in quantifying the variability in data from experiments in speech and language. In most of these experiments, the dependent variable is measured at some landmark of a kinematic or decision process. However mixed-effects models are increasingly being used to quantify the variability of dependent variables that vary in time, such as articulator movements, formant transitions, and eye tracking data. This presentation will first provide a tutorial introduction to the use of the mixed-effects model, especially the growthcurve variant, for quantifying variability where time is an essential independent variable. It will then be argued that the model coefficients can be interpreted as dynamic coefficients of differential equations that describe the dynamics of the underlying processes.
GROWTH CURVE MODELS

Multilevel Models
The multilevel mixed-effects model has become a standard statistical method in speech and language research (Quené, 2004) . In the most often used variant of this model in speech research, the participant is treated as a random effect, and the goal of the model is to estimate some fixed effects coefficients of the independent effects in the model. The dependent variable is usually some kinematic or decision variable, sampled at some particular point in time, and the goal of the test is therefore to estimate the relation between a set of independent variables of linguistic interest, and the sampled process, while treating the participant effect as random. Viewing these models as multilevel models, the independent variables can enter at different levels of the overall model, meaning that coefficients at one level become variables at the next level (Singer and Willett, 2003) .
Growth Curves
Growth curve models are a particular instantiation of the above model, where time is a fundamental or Level 1 independent variable (Singer and Willet, 2003) . The goal of the models is to examine the time-trajectory of the dependent variable, and to test how certain coefficients of interest vary with time. In the field of Educational Psychology, the time variable changes at a very slow scale, and growth curves are used to monitor longitudinal development. In the speech and language literature, time is present on a very fast scale. Growth curves have been used to understand the dynamics of eye movements (Mirman et al., 2008) , as well as articulator movement during speech production (Iskarous et al., 2011) . In this work, the focus is on the actual dynamics of the linguistic process: what are the qualitative characteristics of the trajectories of the eyes or speech articulators, in a linguistic task. The coefficients of the model are then related to the qualitative dynamics of the eye or articulator. The same kind of model could be applied to the trajectories of acoustic trajectories, such as formants or moments, as was done for instance by Iskarous et al. (2011) .
EMPIRICAL TASK DYNAMICS
Dynamic Model of Articulator Movement
Task Dynamics presents a model of the movement of the effectors of a motor task, based on the task of the movements (Saltzman and Munhall, 1989) . As applied to speech, the model predicts the trajectories of individual articulators as a function of time, given the linguistic tasks to be accomplished. consists of a set of second-order coupled possibly nonlinear differential equations, one for each articulator. The coefficients of these differential equations are determined by the spatial and temporal targets of the motion, such as the degree and location of a constriction, the speed with which a particular task is to be accomplished. These coefficients can be looked at as the relation between the position, speed, and acceleration the articulators as a function of time, since the equations are second order. Moreover there are weights that determine how different articulators, such as the upper lip, lower lip, and jaw collaborate to achieve a particular task, such as lip aperture. The model has been implemented in MATLAB, and is able to synthesize the articulatory trajectories and acoustic trajectories based on arbitrary utterances (Nam et al., 2004) . The solution of the differential equations, which is what the simulator determines, are the actual trajectories of articulators. Moreover, it is possible to determine, through the simulator, the curvatures and slopes of the articulators as a function of time, which is exactly what the coefficients of the differential equations specify. 
Relating Growth Curves to Task Dynamics
The goal of this work is to use the growth curve model of articulatory data to fit the parameters of the task dynamic model, outlined above. The data in Figure 1 , above, shows data of tongue movement fitted through a growth curve model (Iskarous et al., 2011) . The data is of American English /s/ produced in different contexts, and the goal of the study was to determine how the contexts affected the trajectories. The coefficients of the model quantify the significant trends in the trajectory of the articulators, such as the curvature, and whether there is a linear trend into or out of the motion. Since these are the quantities predicted by the task dynamic model, it's possible to compare the predictions of the model with the coefficients estimated from a growth curve study of actual datasets. The presentation will detail the results of this comparison.
